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About This Game

Overview

Overdosed is a crazy fast paced, adrenaline fuelled trip to remember! In this top down shooter the player is on an intense
experimental form of LSD and as a result they must battle against hordes of nightmarish creatures in randomly generated

roguelike adventures and arena style levels. Basically run around with an Uzi in each hand wildly spewing bullets in all
directions. Fun for all the family!

Influenced by the colourful craziness of Hotline Miami, Overdosed takes those run and gun elements and ramps up the intensity
as you scramble looking for cash piles, ammo and more drugs while defending yourself against many terrifying enemies.

Gamemodes

ADVENTURE
This is the main roguelike mode where the main goal is to progress through 5 randomly generated stages, each one with their
own unique set of objectives to complete in order to progress. Every level will be different each time you play. Pickups like

ammo/cash/drugs spawn at random locations which you must hunt for if you want to survive!
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Once you die you go back to stage 1... however you can come back stronger! Adventure features a hub area where you can
spend the cash you find on new weapons, permanent upgrades and ammo. So with each playthrough you will punch that little bit

harder!

Adventure also features bonus objectives which reward you for tasks like kicking enemies down a pit of death or defending a
giant mound of coke. It’s a risk/reward situation where you can make a quick buck or lose it all and perish under a horde of

enemies.

ARENA
As you start with just Dual Uzi’s, fight increasingly frantic waves of enemies and earn points to purchase additional weapons
and gadgets within the level. There’s no order of unlocks so you can play it your way and spend your points however you like.

Each wave gets harder than the last with more enemy numbers and the introduction of new enemy types.

Features Steam Leaderboards, Achievements, Trading Cards!

We have integrated a steam leaderboard system for the arena/adventure stats so you can compare and compete with others
around the globe to see who can reach the highest wave or get the fastest times!

Full controller support

What’s a twin stick shooter without the ability to use twin sticks!? We have full controller support working in game and menus.
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overdosed a trip to hell

You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Puzzles
The puzzles are logical, there are no Gnomes named IFNKOVHGROGHPRM in this game (google it, Kings Quest - 1984).
This combined with the fact that any point of interest/item is something you need to use (unless they dismiss it outright) makes
this a game a bit on the easy side.
In addition they "remove" a point of interest/item from the game (that is making so you cant interact with it) when you have
used it and its no longer needed.

First time I play the games from this developer/publisher, and don't know if they tend to make the puzzles fairly straightforward
or if this game is the odd one out.

Story
The story is entertaining and while it will never win any oscars its easy enought to see what franchise that serves as insipiation,
and they are solidly within that "tradition"

Gameplay
Character autoruns, and you can dobble-click to move another scene/map. This removes some tediousness. Can also skip dialog
(its both text and speech)
To make the combining of items smoother you dont need to try every combination and listen to the hero say "thats not quite
right" a million times. Pick up item, and if the "work mouse button" is green you can combine. This works in the scene with
points of interest too. (This can make the puzzles seem easier, but I dont care)

TL:DR
Overall its a fun game, and all though I could wish for a bit more complicated puzzles I found the experience a positive one..
Neon Code is a narrative/exploration focused game. It should be obvious to all potential buyers that this is not a "triple A" title,
and as such you can see that this game is made with some assets that were not created "in-house", i.e. from the Unity Asset
Store.

Now I myself am a developer who is familiar with Unity, so I can see how they used the assets and the engine in this game. They
have created a fairly decent atmosphere with what they have. There are a few issues with relative scale that look a little silly and
can break immersion, but that is really just a nitpick on my part.

In this game you are basically performing simple tasks in order to progress though the narrative. The gameplay is really simple,
but if you like exploring atmospheric levels and looking for clues, this is what you'll get. The narrative isn't amazing, but it's not
horrible either; it's just sort of basic. I do wish the narrative and the writing was a little stronger.

All things considered, when you take into consideration the fact that this was developed by a small independent team, combined
with the low cost of the game, I would recommend this game to people who are open to this kind of experience. I appreciate the
vision and the work that the ream put into it.. Love this game, simply a HD version of Asteroids!. this game does not work on
my pc and that ♥♥♥♥ing sucks i want my ♥♥♥♥ing 20 euro back. Do you like non-video arcade games like whack-a-mole,
skee ball, and shooting galleries? Do you have a VR headset? Do you wish you had infinite tries at the claw machine? If so, this
game is for you!

I picked it up during the Steam Sale a month or so after I bought my Vive, and this is one of my favorite VR experiences in my
collection. All the games are very well done with realistic physics, interactive buttons and coin slots, flashing lights and sounds,
score boards, etc. Other than having a Vive wand in your hand, it really does feel like you're standing at the machine and playing
the games with your own hands. Objects respond just as you expect them to. My favorite games in this collection are Rocket
Ball, Arctic Shuffle, the shooting galleries, and the claw machines, though all the games are enjoyable.

Rocket Ball is just re-branded Skee Ball, and having played real Skee Ball at an arcade recently I have to say it is a very good
simulation of the real thing. It helps that the Vive controller has similar weight to it as a real Skee Ball ball does, and the ball
responds to your motion realistically. It's just as difficult in this game as in real life, but you don't feel like the simulation is
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getting in your way either.

Arctic Shuffle is a game I've never seen in a real arcade, but it's a fun concept and plays well. The goal is to slide a puck down
the ice and get it to stop on the highest scoring point zone without it falling off. The physics again work very naturally and
changing the velocity and direction of your movement responds accurately in game. It's tricky, but when you get one on the
10,000 point zone it's super satisfying. Puck collision works as expected too.

The claw machines are also a lot of fun. I've never been one to waste away quarters in real claw machines, but having infinite
quarters to free a virtual stuffed bear from his virtual captivity has occupied more of my time than I care to admit. The physics
respond well, though you only get two motions on this claw machine - forward and right. You have to time your button presses
correctly to line up the claw rather than a joystick like many real world machines have. The toys fall out of the claw just as
you'd expect, too.

The games I feel are the least realistic are the basketball, bowling, and whack-a-mole games, mainly because the controller
weight and size just don't feel right. Bowling reminds me a lot of Wii Bowling given the controller size and weight. It's fun but
not necessarily realistic. Basketball just feels awkward when you're using one hand to throw the ball. Dino Whack also feels too
fast-paced without the heft of a big foam mallet and the feel of whacking dinos IRL. Still fun, and done as best as they really
can given the limitations of VR.

I'd like to see more games added, even if they were sold as DLC. There's a lot of potential here. It would also be nice to see
public online lobbies similar to how Rec Room operates to make the arcade feel more lively. If you're just solo playing it feels
like you're wandering around a dead, abandoned arcade even though the background sound effects indicate a lively, busy arcade
with machines making noise, people talking, etc.

Another thing would be to have a way to teleport game objects back to the machine they came from if you accidentally fling
them across the room. I've lost the little boucy balls for the cannonball toss game many times, same with the scarab toss and
basketball games. They respawn in the machine if you put a new quarter in, but then you lose your points.

I also noticed a glitch with the claw machines - if you put a new quarter in while the claw is retreating back to its home position,
you can push the buttons to move it. However, letting go of the buttons it will keep moving back to home. It gets annoying. It
shouldn't let you move the claw until it resets to its home position, even if you put in a coin while it's moving back.. Nice game
if you want to kill time during a skype call. Loved this game a suggest it to all fans of the Timore games!!! The game play is top
notch and the jump scares are amazing 5 stars my friend
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Recommended : Highly not, Run your fools

Very nice game but it is ruined by two major reason :

- very fast downgrade from any tier weapons / armors / tools
- full cheated mobs or Bosses

Be warned : Goblin Boss is 100% cheated :
- can target you with 8 huge silmutaneous arrows thru any walls
- can spawn every minute 4 guards to protect him
- goblin rangers can throw traps to stuck you thru walls

I stoped to play that game since i discovered this game is based on CHEAT from mobs or Bosses. If people like that, i hate that
greatly.

Unfortunatly i already reached 2 hours limit to get refund. But i can write here i'am not supporter from cheat in-game from
devs.

Until devs will give us better option than stupid challenge based on cheat, my review will stay as negative despite of community
score.. I actually like beards. So it's cool yea!. It's like bad piggies without the angry birds brand. Fun game so far. It is a nice &
easy game, something like Dirt 2 but a little Arcadish...yet too much fun.. Interesting storyline and nice backgrounds that fit
the story.
I did however found it noticeable that somehow ‘the guards’, whom we never get to see (besides Kasiya that is), are in
the city to enforce justice (after all, they beat up Lev)  however somehow magically aren’t suspects in the murder case.
Also I got multiple errors like these, forcing me to close the game every time one occurred:

Error example [imgur.com]

Luckily the auto-safe option + other safe options are working well and are very accessible.

Overall I like most characters, the storyline and game atmosphere. I personally would prefer a game that is a bit more
interactive (like walking to the actual next location or something like that) rather than just being a story to read with
choices and backgrounds pictures, but I didn’t know this till I started. For me recommended for people who like story
reading with multiple potential endings when this ‘game’ is on discount.. Maximum Override is incredibly fun to play.
Outright chaos in a minimalist city/suburb/rural environment wrought by explosive destruction to whatever ends you decide.
However, the game can become incredibly laggy even at the lowest settings as long as rubble keeps piling up. The game gets rid
of the lag by clearing the debris as soon as you lose sight of it. I am very displeased that the game demands it do this, as I like to
be able to see the leveled buildings, rather than smooth pavements. The game is also prone to crashing, especially when trying to
take control of the vending machines, among other annoying quirks.
 Overall, I would recommend people keep supporting this game,  so we hopefully get a more refined, bug-free and inclusive
game sometime in the near future, so the devs don't leave it to rot with the sad majority of other indie games across Steam.. I
wanted to really like this game...really wanted to. The graphics and game play are what you would expect for the targeted age
group. There are issues with the envrionment graphics, however, as you can ghost into walls while driving and the boats,
especially, don't always drive/float above the track/water. Interestingly, this does not seem to affect gameplay. My biggest gripe,
however, is the horrible controls with a keyboard. The boats and planes taking a second to turn is understandable and more
realistic but make it near impossible to complete some of the addtional challenges. No matter how the keys were defined, I was
unable to use any power-ups or protections. This last part was not as much of a hinderance since the AI is targeted to a younger
demographic and it is possible to finish with the maximum number of points by simply flying/driving smart.

I received this game as part of a bundle. If I had not, I would be displeased with its purchase. Once the keyboard issues are
solved, I would recommend this game to any casual racer. Until then, I can see this causing frustration.. So i thought i couldn't
become any more lesbian after playing Double Peace.... I was wrong.
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